PART II

GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION:
Three Sacred Heart University science majors, Chris Vachon (Biology), Beck Warren (Chemistry), and Emily Berna (Environmental Science), completed the lengthy application process for the national Goldwater Scholarship competition. Competition rules allowed the University to enter all three applications in the national completion. Two years ago, Biology major Julio Mendez was a national winner.

JACK KENT COOKE COMPETITION:
Four sophomores completed the application process for the national Jack Kent Cooke Scholarship competition. They are Danielle Bruschino, Jeffery LaBianco, Caitlin Moreira, and Curtis Lewsey. Contest rules allow only one application to be forwarded for national competition. An internal competition named Curtis Lewsey as the SHU winner.

ENGLISH HONOR SOCIETY ANNOUNCED:
The Faculty of Language, Literature and Media Studies is proud to announce that Sacred Heart University has been granted permission by the Board of Directors of Sigma Tau Delta, the International English Honor Society, to establish a chapter on our campus. SHU's chapter will be named Alpha Lambda Delta. The first English major members of Alpha Lambda Delta chapter of Sigma Tau Delta will be announced later in the spring semester. We look forward to a long and fruitful association with this organization.

HISTORY LECTURE:
The History Faculty Endowed Lecture Fund sponsored, “The Historical Roots of Terrorism: Iran’s Connection to Islamic Extremism” given by Abbas Amanat.